UX Designer - Location: Seattle
About This Place
This Place is a digital product design studio with offices in London and Seattle. We help businesses to
define their digital strategy and realize their strategic vision through the design and development of smarter
apps and online services. We’re a friendly, driven team, which is passionate about all things digital and
enjoy working with a series of influential global brands. We also focus some of our time on developing our
own digital products.

The Role – UX Designer
We are looking for a UX Designer to work full-time as part of our Seattle team. You’ll be helping to deliver
innovative digital experiences for one of our global clients. If you’re passionate about design and have
proven experience creating intuitive digital products and services, we would love to talk to you. The role
requires working closely with our UX designers, development and project management teams to research
and deliver best-in-class design solutions. Experience in designing for e commerce or financial technology
would be beneficial as would some UI design ability.

Key Job Tasks
-

Designing a digital platform for a global brand from conception through to UX and UI design
Involvement in workshops, research and testing sessions with stakeholders
Assisting in presentation of work and concepts to clients and internal stakeholders
Helping time estimation and planning of project tasks with the wider team
Working with the UI and development teams to coordinate handoffs of design

About You
-

3-5 years’ experience in a design studio environment
Experience working individually and as part of a team
A portfolio that demonstrates designing for both responsive web and mobile (iOS & Android)
Can take an idea from a drawing through to detailed wireframe
Able to create believable personas and user journeys
Killer skills in Axure, Sketch or similar tools
Ability to use Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator would be an advantage
An understanding and appreciation of development processes, technologies and techniques
Able to explore multiple options to a UX challenge to find the best solution
Can present work clearly and communicate with clients
Self-starter who is driven, responsible, and loves working with a tight-knit team
Able to think both logically and creatively
Located within commuting distance of Seattle, WA (or willing to relocate)
Willing to travel if and when required
Experience designing for e commerce or financial technology would be a definite benefit

APPLY AT: JOBS@THISPLACE.COM

